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r: Wrnter only ten days away; get ready for above freezing temperatures

Thu day, December 11, 1986

The Central Florida Future
Twelve pages

University of Central Florida/Orlando

Volume 19 Number 31

UCF preserve saves
plants and trees
by Jackie Miltner

.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.

Cindy Cowen/Central Florido Future

Sitting on the dock....
Heading South for the winter? This Great Blue Heron makes the sunny south his home most of
the year, maybe he will stick around for the holidays.

Looks make.the grades
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Physically attractive people are more likely
to score good grades and land better jobs
than their plainer counterparts.
That claim is among the theories advanced
in a new book called Mirror, Mirror, which
explorers the importance of physical
attractiveness in school, at work, and in
romantic relationships.
The findings, by Illinois State Professor
Susan Sprecher and University of Hawaii
Professor Elaine Hatfield, indicate that looks
may be more important than previously
believed.
For example, they learned that couples
consider physical attractiveness to be the
most important factor in beginning
interpersonal relationships.
"In the early sixties, studies seemed to
show that things like intelligence and social
skills brought people together," Sprecher
explained.
1
' Now,
in real life, it seems attractive
people meet attractive people and at first
that seems to work. Of course, when you get
beyond the surface, you find you need more
social matching to make relationships work.
One partner may not be as physically
attractive as the other, but may have money

instead and that may be what eventually
makes the relationship work."
Some of the books findings show:
Pretty women get better grades in college
than their plainer counterparts, possibly
because professors tend to remember them.
Attractive job applicants are more likely to
get hired and to be paid more.
Tall men score better in the job market
than short men.
Just half of 2,000 people surveyed were
extremely or quite satisfied with their looks.
Only a few were extremely dissatisfied.
Most of the women surveyed like broad·
shouldered men with small hips.
Most men preferred women with big
breasts, ·medium ·. to small hips and medium
legs.
"But these statements are generalized, and
are not as simple as the results suggest,"
argued Frank Saal, Kansas State University
psychologist and author of a 1985 study on
male and female interaction.
"There is evidence, for example, that in a
traditionally male domain, physical
attractiveness can work against women
applying for a job," Saal said. However, he
added, ''In 'pink collar' fields where women
dominate the workforce, attractiveness is
good for getting hired and for getting paid
SEE LOOKS PAGE 5

On the east side of campus,
opposite the greenhouse and
portable classsrooms, is
UCF's arboretum, meaning
"tree place."
The arboretum is a semistructured,
natural
environment consisting of
rare and endangered native
Florida plants, as well as
other kinds of plants found in
the U.S.
In October 1985, President
Trevor Colbourn asked
a~sociate vice president of
academic affairs Dr. Louis
Trefonas to investigate the
possibility of establishing
nature preserves and an
arboretum at UCF.
Dr. Henry Whittier,
professor of biological
sciences at UCF, was
appointed acting director of
the arboretum.
"The Biology Club, 20 to 25
UCF students, and Dr. and
Mrs. Whittier (Biology
teacher
at
Lyman
Highschool) cleared trails,
created clearings to house
certain species, laid tons of
sand on the trails, made
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rumor.
ark
dir tor,

berts U F's personnel
aid h has heard the

rumors. No one from the state has
confirmed or denied the rumors for
him, he added.
''I'm not sure anyone really
knows "Roberts said. "I've heard the
rumors for about two weeks."
1artha Bradford, a secretary at the
Student Health Center said she heard
the rumor a month ago. "1 don't know
what's going on but everyone thinks
the state is going to freeze our hiring
come January ' Bradford said.
But how did the rumor get started?
Riordan aid he thinks the election
of a new governor, Bob Martinez,

SEE PLANTS PAGE 6

Finals week stressful,
but not linked to illness
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Finals week may be one of
the most stressful times in a
college student's life, but it
doesn't necessarily lead to
illness, said Dr. Harris Faigel
of Brandeisa University in
Boston.
In fact, claims Failgel director of health services at
Brandeis and author of a new
study on the subject - the
reverse may actually be true.
''Our conclusion, four years
and 40,000 student visits
later, is that there is a drop in
the number of total visits" to

Martinez hiring freeze at UCF nothing but rumor
by Tim Ball

bridges, and planted items
such as the endangered
Florida needle palms,'' said
Cecie Catron, chairwoman of
the arboretum project for the
biology club.
About five of the 12 acres
currently dedicated to the
arboretum have been
developed since Whittier and
the biology club began in
November 1985.
Land owners in Oviedo
recently gave Whittier
permission to remove
vegetation from their 39 acres
'before they sold to
developers.
"We have found a lot of
rare and - habitat-threatened
species located on their
property,'' Whittier said.
In the arboretum, there are
red and blue tags on trees and
plants. "The red tags indicate
which vegetation should be
protected. The blue tags
signify what can be
removed/cut down," said
Whittier.
"For example, we have a
red tag on a Franklenia tree.
This tree is not a native of
Florida, but is a rare species
donated by Vi Brown, acting

sparked the hlring freeze speculation.
"Whenever you have someone new
coming into power, people tend to
think that a hiring freeze will take
place, ' Riordan said.
' 'In this case, I think a lot of people
feel like Martinez is going to freeze
everything until he gets really settled
into his new position.''
Riordan said if Martinez does order
a freeze, it would probably mean
elimination of about three percent of
the jobs in the State University
SEE RUMORS PAGE 4

campus health clinics during
exams, he said.
''Students are too busy
then," Faigel said. "There is
more talking about being sick
at exam time than there are
people being sick."
He chalks it up to the stress
of the moment.
''If people were terribly sick
before or during exams, we
would see the percentage of
relapse cases going up
afterwards, and they aren't
going up," Faigel added.
"In fact, we ought to see a
lot of illness now. Students
cluster together - breathing
SEE HEALTH PAGE 4

That's all folks!
This 1s it, -.gang; You're
looking at the last issue of
The Central Florida Future
until next year. Buf hey,
don't worry, we'll be back
first thing next semester.
From the staff of The Central, florida Future, have a
safe and happy holiday-

seasont
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HO! HOI HOI
GOI GOI GOI
Just in time for the holiday season, ThmStar
announces HOLIDAY GO! FARE.5-the lowest

unrestricted cooch Fares to dties coast-to-coast.
Beginning November 15, 1986, you can fly 'IranStar
from Orlando to New Orleans for just $69. Head for
Texas, and your choice of Austin, Brownsville/So.
· Padre Island, Houston (Hobby) or San Antonio, $69.
Or fly way out West to Las Vegas, Los Angeles or San
Diego, just $89.
Fly TranStar and you'll go in style ~igned leather
seats. Snacks and meal service. Airfones on most
planes. Even a private dub in Houston Hobby and
soon Los Angeles and New Orleans.
OllWIDO TO:
GO! Wll
AUSTIN
BROWNSVIUE/
SO. PADRE ISIAND
HOUSIDN (HOBBY)
$69
NEWORLFANS
SANANIDNIO
LAS VEGAS
$89
IDS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO
F

subject to change 1ithout notice.

Beginning ovember 15 you ran fly in ThmStar's
Busine&5 Cla&5-our first class seating and servicefor just $.50 extra Tuars lumdreds le.ss than most
airlines first das5 fares!

IESIRICTIOllS?
llOI 1101 llOI
ThmStar doesn't bait you with low fares then
stick you with advance purchase requirements and
cancellation penalties.
There are absolutely no restrictions on our
HOLIDAY GO! FARE.5. Know any other airline that
can say that?
lllS1lllcnONS
YES/NO
.ADVANCE PURCHASE
NO!
LIMITED SFATING
NO!
CANCEUATION PENAllY
NO!
MINIMUM SfAY
NO!
ROUNDTRIP REQUIREMENf
NO!

CAI.I. llOW. GET GOlllGI
ThmStar's HOLIDAY GO! FARE.5 are so low,
you can't say no. But hurry, at these prices, seats are
going fast!
Call ThmStar or your rravel Agent right now for
reservations.
ORIANOO (305) 849-1700
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,000 UCF grads
enter real world

•

E. Eridson, who taught
electrical engineering at UCF
until his retirement earlier
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
this year, will be appointed
professor emeritus in
More than 1,000 baccalaurate recognition of his many
and graduate degrees will be contributions to his college
awarded at UCF Dec. 9. The and the university.
traditional ceremonies will be
Nearly
35,000
held in the UCF gymnasium undergraduate, specialist and
at 9 a.m. and I :30 p.m.
graduate degrees have been
Students in arts and granted at UCF since June
sciences, education, health 1970 when the first
and liberal studies will attend commencement was held in
the early ceremony where the downtown Orlando. The
speaker will be Dr. Charles speaker at that ceremony was
Reed, chancellor of the State Or~ndo native ~on and
University System.
astronaut John Young.
Among the honors students
One Hundred and eight
who special recognition will graduates will be awarded
be paid to is Donald Duerr of their degrees with honors,
Pembroke Pines, who will signifing their relative
graduate with three degrees standing in the top 15 percent
computer science, of graduates in their
mathematics and physics - particular college.
all magna cum laude.
Graduation organizers ask
Robert M. Kavner, senior persons planning to attend
vice president and chief either of the ceremonies to be
financial officer at AT&T in seated at least 15 minutes
New York, will address prior to the scheduled
graduates in buisness starting time. Parking areas
administration
and for guests will be designated
engineering that afternoon. and UCF police officers will
At that ceremony, Dr. Ernest be on hand to lend assistance.
Staff Report

•

Future Teacher:

•

Rick Strickland has returned to college after graduating with a BS in buisness management seven years ago. "I didn't have a direction at age 17 when I started college so I
went for what would be the easiest degree for me to obtain." After seven years of living
It up but being unhappy with his choosen profession, Rick decided to return to college
for certification to teach Social Sciences. "Now I'm doing what I like," he said.

Bacchus kicks off Great Safe ·
Holiday Break drive at UCF
Center and sign a pledge card
not to drink and drive. In
return for students' time,
Bacchus will give away free
gifts, such as key rings and
alcohol tolerance charts.
Students participating will be
given pledge sheets and the
pers9n with the most pledg~s
will receive two free tickets to
Disney.
The program is not just
limited to the students.
Faculty and staff are
encouraged to pledge their
signatures also.
Bacchus stresses that they
are not trying to stop people

by Logan Belle
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,.

Approximately 25,000
people are killed in the United
States each year in alcohol
related automobile crashes,
according to Kathleen
Teague, Executive Director of
the Florida Coalition for Auto
Safety Now.
The UCF chapter of
Bacchus (Boost Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning
Health University Students)
is trying to do something
about the drinking and
driving problem. They are
sponsoring the Great Safe
Holiday Break, a program
that is designed to prevent
auto accidents over the
holidays.
The Great Safe Holiday
Break program asks that
students not drink and drive;
not ride in a car with a person
who has been drinking; and
always use seatbelts.
To participate in the
program, visit the Health

T/'U" . .l ~ w~
~

Jr.

li

c

from drinking over the
holiday season. Instead, they
are trying to teach people how
to be responsible drinkers.
Holidays are a time for
relaxation, and alcohol is a ·
part of the relaxing process,
says Bacchus. But the UCF
Drug and Alcohol Awareness
Program encourages you to
be a responsible drinker and
also to take part in the Great
Safe Holiday Break.
Students interested in
particiaption may stop by the
Student Health Resource
Center
for
further
information.

.----~---------------------~
THE GREAT SAFE HQLIDAY BREAK
PLEDGE CARD

_____________ a
student at
a
herby sign this pledge for a GREAT SAFE
HOLIDAY BREAK. During this Holiday
Season, I will not drink and drive; I will not
ride in an automobile with an alcohol or
drug impaired driver: and I will always
buckle up my safety belt.
Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"'

L-------------------~------J

Saga improves safety
following accident
by Heather Hoffman
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

A severed fingertip
prompted Wild Pizza
manager Bob Gibson and
Saga Food Service to jointly
initiate
new
safety
regulations for their
employees.
· The Wild Pizza opened in
May and has had several
injuries since then. Chris
Holsaapple lost the tip of his
right thumb while using the
meat slicer.
"No one ever showed me
how to use it. I was doing it
wrong," Holsapple said.
"Nobody knew who to call or
what to do."
Emergency phone numbers
have been posted above each
telephone since Chris'
accident. The restaurant has
purchased metal mesh safety
gloves. "These gloves cannot

~ ~ ~i§fJ;,;~':.i f.:'f;,S.,r§f;'[:'f!;,/ ·~q"'!f .'$,i!§!f!; ._~'!/fib"f,.,.9; '), ,'if! . .l!f:.J[l! !if{ fj/i/ !Jl!t.'fl~f!/! /!/ !/; ·t,i; tJ-; .~.'!i.'i!j.'f!f.7/!/!,1/!i~ !li f!f.if/!f. '!i/fFf/ iJ/'!J;,/'!i-Z'f !i/t1if/f;.>f/if .!J~i .: :·

• BECKER ACCEPTS POST
Visiting professor of
English Stephen Becker has
accepted a permanent position on the faculty of UCF s
English department starting n xt fall. Becker is the
uthor of such novels as A
ouerzant with Death, When
the ~ar i o er, Dog Tag,
nd The Chine e Bandit. All
hav a moral or political

1ng to locate members of the
class of 1977 for their ten
year reunions to be held next
summer. Satellite High
School and Colonial High
School will be holding 20
year reunions for the class of
1967 next summer. For information call Joan at
291-2941 or write P.O Box
540836, Orlando, 32854.
• JUDAIC STUDIES
Three courses will be offered in a Judaic Studies
program this spring. The
first cour e examines
Hewbrew short tories; the
second deals with the influence of modern Hebrew
culture in the establishment
of the tate ofI rael in 1948·
and he third is a modern

elementary Hebrew course.
Students may take the
courses as electives or to
satisfy requirements for a
minor in Judaic Studies. Call
Dr. Moshe Pelli at 275-2466
or 281-5039 for futher information.
• CREATIONISM POLL
In a poll of 1,000 Texas,
California and Connecticut
students, University of
Texas at Arlington professor Francis Harrold
found that a majority believed in creationism, and a
third believed in aliens, Big
Foot, and the lost city of
Atlantis.
Harrold noted the
students who believed in
creationism-the theory
that God created the

1

}i!li/f/1,;;,ifflii/!lf!Jfl!Xi'!!l/!!f!l."l;fi!fi!//;,'!(. ·'1#4

be cut by the meat slicer and
are now part of required
procedure," Gibson said.
Other workers burned
theselves on strips of metal
that were exposed on the
oven. Gibson said slats of
wood now cover those hot
spots and prevent burns.
Monthly safety checks are
also conducted. They consist
of a ten page form that covers
everything in and out of the
kitchen, Gibson said. Each of
Saga's five restaurant cross·
audits one of the other's
reports, Gibson explained
"We are under strict
pressure form Saga to remain
safe," he said. "Their
philosophy is that it's less
expensive to offer the
employees incentives not to
hurt themselves than it is to
pay for accidents.
Employees have a series of

if/p•~/;?/!i ,n· .·1/!f./!/.il
.

universe in seven days-also
tended to read less and had
lower grade point averages
than other students.
• ANTl·GA Y JOKES
Baylor President Herbert
Reynolds, who during the recent Welcome Week
asserted there was no
homosexuality at Baylor,
last week told two dorm
residents to stop making
and selling ''Herb Says No
Homos" T-shirts to help
fund their "group, ' ZAQ,
which stands for "Zoo
against Queers.''
In New Jersey, a Drew
University judicial board
ruled the- editors of
Anything but Monday, a
~pus satirical magazine,

SEE INJURIES PAGE 6
"'.'lliJ.t!f!J!(i!/''f;t,;.,; lid/L ! ·.

~. ~, ,.,. 'iww''r/! .

had violated the campus
human rights policy by making fun of gays, blacks,
women, and various
religious groups. "It's a
comedy magazine,'' coeditor Frank Nora said. 1'We
didn't think anyone would
take us seriously."
Editors note:
The Central Florida
Future publishes announcements concerning upcoming events in News clips.
Announcements must be
received at least two days
prior to publication date.
They may be dropped off or
mailed to The Central
Florida Future, c/o News
Editor, P.O. Box 25000,
Orlando, Florida 32816.
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H~ALTH .
FROM PAGE 1.

1986

most important period in
which to "take care of
yourself. Cut down on junk
food, eat less sugar, limit
caffeine and alcohol. Get
enough sleep.''
"If there is a choice
between one more hour of
studying or an extra hour of
sleep, use it to sleep, she
suggested.
If students control stress as f----------__::=:!:::~
much as possible during
finals week, the slim chance of
any illness occurring is
reduced even further, Faigel
said. He also claimed
studying is an "escapable"
stress.

and coughing on each other to study,'' he explained.
The symptoms of stress
vary from person to person,
added Lynn Bectel, a
counselor at the University of
Massachusetts
Mental
Health Services.
''It ranges from the person
feeling more irritable,
jumpier, or becoming angry
more easily. Sometimes,
students complain of
headaches, tightness in the
neck, lower back problems
and stomach upset,'' she said.
"The tendency is to forget
"Students can always get
about eating balanced up for awhile. They can
meals,'' Bectel noted, always do something else for
although exam times are the a few minutes," he explained.

Thanks to you ...
it works ...
for ALL OF US

The

•

Puzzle

unlAdWIU

11

RUMORS
FROM PAGE 1
System. "The university
system is under direct
jurisdiction of the governor's
office, Riordan said. ''If a
freeze is going to be ordered,
it's likely the university
system wi'll be one of the first

H !Last
chance! eep Harry
and ·Norm from
winning the
Ponderosa
College Break·Away
SWeepstakes.

hit.,,
He explained that a hiring
freeze is the elimination of all
unfilled jobs. "Normally,
three percent of the jobs in
the (university) system are
empty," Riordan said.

11

A spokeperson for Martinez
refused to comment on the
hiring freeze rumors.

We're pleading with you. Please! The drawing is in a few days, and Harry and
Norm could still win the Ponderosa College Break-Away Sweepstakes,
We didn't offer the $250 prize money to have it wasted on Harry and Norm.
Something has to be done.
So come to Ponderosa for delicious meals, like seafood, chicken and
char-broiled steak. Or try our all-you-can-eat salad buffet and "Hot Sp<;>t'.'®
Complete meals you'll love at a price that fits the student budget. Cheap!
And be sure to enter the Ponderosa College Break-Away Sweepstakes.
We know you can put the $250 to better use than Harry and Norm.
But hurry; the last day to enter is December 15, 1986.
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Executive Services
ci Resea-ch Pork, inc.

•

1
Your One Stop
Personal Secretaries
In Your Own Back Yard

•
Support Services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A Professional, Efficient Staff
Word Processing Centers•
24-Hour Telephone Dictation•
Professional Resumes •
Term Papers & Theses •
Technical, Legal & General Secretaries •
Experienced In Working with U.C.F.
Students, Faculty & Staff
• Photocopying & Fascimile •
• Airline Ticket Disbursement Center
for A.W.O.L. Travel, Inc.
You only pay for your airfare!
There are 0 AGE CY COSTS to you.
Call For Details.
11
SPECIAL UCF DISCO NTS WITH VALID LD.
established in 1968

Research Pavilion, Suite 101
12424 Research Parkway
Orlando, Florida 32826
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POND~ROSA'
There's a~ feeling
-====at Ponderosa:
Orlando

(925

. Semoran Blvd.)

Altamonte Springs

(691 Altamonte Ave.)

(2300

Winterpark
. Semoran Blvd.

(305) 275-6455
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•
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A afaya_Village

~

engineering class, beauty is
often going o work agains a
woman. She '11 be seen as a
dizzy dame ou of her league .
In home economics. looks will
well."
Saal suggested that work to her advantage.''
attractrive women trying o
break through into a maleSprecher admit
ome of
dominated field may soon the studies researched for
face ' the dizzy-blond Mirror, Mirror show results
syndrome. There s ~he feeling that back Saal's claims.
in some cases that no matter
''A few studies show that
how good the women is,
there's no way she can do when a job can be defined as
masculine or feminine, really
what a man does.'
In classrooms, the same beautiful women fare less well
system applies,
Saal in vying for masculine
contended. ''In a mechanical positions,'' she said.

FROM PAGE l

Shopping Center

Thanks for Making Our Address
$
Your Address ...
c

Thank You!"ROBERT'S ICE CREAM (Hand.made on the premises); I& M
VIDEO (Exciting Hollywood selection); HUNGRY HOWIE'S PIZZA (Tasty and habit-forming - - Coming soon); STYLES OF THE TIMES (The new
hairstyle with the personal touch}; ALAF AYA CLEANERS (Quick and efficient service - - Coming soon); TIEN GARDENS CHINESE
RESTAURANT (Affordable gourmet lunches and dinners}; CRACKERBARREL STORES (Country-style eating - - Coming soon); DR. GEORGE
ALAN YARKO DDS (The latest in modern, professional dentistry); OXFORD'S (Innovative, unique restaurant and entertainment complex - - Coming soon}; HOLIDAY INN (Showroo:ir uid pre-opening office).

~'l UNITED DISCOUNT llt.""7L
~
JEWELERS
~
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
14K GOLD Nugget Chain & Bracelet -

$19.95

Ladies 112 ct. T.W. Diamond Cluster Ring - $495.
Men's 114 ct. Diamond Fashion Ring 114 ct. Diamond Pendants -

$295.00

114 ct. T.W. Diamond Earrings -

$195.00

~~,g;

ALSO

$245.00

~

60%ott ALL 14 K Gold Neckchain Tri-Gold inc.
35 % Off ALL Ladies and Men's Fashion Rings.
Alafaya VIiiage
Shopping Center
is located at the
corner of Highway 50
Eut and Alafaya Trail
near UCF, Central Florida
Reaearch Park, Martin
Marietta & Westinghouse

Major Brand Watches up t~50%0FF.
OUR PRICES ARE UNBEATABLE.!~.'

For leasing information
on joining us at Alafaya
Village Shopping Center
call Van Fulton at (305)
281-8229 or write
Alafaya Associates,
11602 East Colonial Drive,
Orlando, FL 32817.

~
Alom1 Ave.

j
13

Uciveni~Blv~ ~!mt

.

~ .1
• .
·

1$ated Comer of
University Blvd.
and Goldenrod Rd.
in K-mart Plaza

678-7379

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR UCF STUDENTS

'

JUSTA REMINDER

SKI TRIP
,:

$t0o.oo DEP0s1T DuE-JAN. ao ]

~FINAL

PAYMENT DUE FEB.25,

~L C~ST ~370

"'-!OT

QUESTIONS?
Victor M. Collizo
x2612 SC 202

I
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PLANTS
FROM PAGE 1
president of The Friends of
Arboretum.''
Steven Lauzun, a landscape
designer coordinating the
Green-Up Orlando Program,
has developed a master plan
for the 12-acre arboretum
that includes an amphitheater
and the native Florida pond
pines which already dominate
undeveloped UCF property.
Whittier said that naturally
related groups of plants will
be grown together creating
plant taxonomies which will
be helpful for Biology classes.

"BEST Chinese Restaurant•.• "

... voted by readers of Central Florida Magazine-1985, 1986

r - - - - - - - - - - -i

"You've come to the right place for Chinese food. If
you don ·t see 1t on the menu. ask for it. "
ROB MORSE, November 1982

the ORLANDO SENTINEL
Get hot
tips on
crime ,
prevention!

-~nlo

.11 . /®-..;

Write to:
McGruff"

goals to work toward. Each
accident free hour that an
employee works toes toward a
group
total,
Gibson
explained. When 100,000
hours are accumulated, the
staff gets their own pizza
party, he said. When they
reach 150,000 hours, they will
receive a $100 cash bonus, he
added.
"Since the incentive plan
began, no accidents have been
reported," Gibson said. Dawn
Marie Lincon, Wild Pizza's
assistant manager, said that
Saga's monthly safety council
meetings have been helping.
"Each of Saga's five
restaurants sends two
members to the meetings.
They see films about safety
and what can happen if you're
not careful. The films are so
gory that it makes you afraid
to be careless," she said.
Saga is self-insured and
must paby medical bills of
injured workers. ''Accidents
waste- money that should be
used to give raises to the
employees,'' Lincon said.
In addition to Saga's own
safety checks, a regional
safety inspector visits the
restaurants once a year.

"Good

.friends
don't let

9ood

friends
smoke
cigarettes!'
Larry Hagman

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be glad tomorrow.

the ORLANDO SENTINEL

CHINA
GARDEN

INJURIES
FROM PAGE 3

"The dishes I tasted were freshly prepar&d of tender
meats and bright, crisp vegetables, properly
seasoned and of ample proportions. "
CHRIS SHERMAN, June 1986

· .

1

Crime Prevention Coalit:ion
Box6600
Rockville,1id.20850

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

Take-out
and
Catering
available

TRADITIONAL CHINESE CUISINE

t:BIME

671-2120

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Hwy. 436 and University Blvd.
Winter Park

!------'--~--~-+----------------~----~-----~~-~

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR BOYFRIEND?
a) When the president of Phi Gamma Delta
asks you to Saturday night's Fiii Formal.
b) After raquetball class, to tell him that the
instructor with the Australian accent and
those blue eyes did wonders for your serve.
c) When you iust feel like telling him you
miss him after all •
Maybe you shouldn't tell him everything that's going on. But
if you still care about him, why not call and whisper some sweet
things he'll never forget?
Like why you call using AT&r Long Distance Service, and why you trust AT&T's high quality service
and exceptional value.
When you tell him that AT&r gives you immediate credit if you dial a wrong number, he won't
be able to get you out of his mind.
And telling him you can count on
AT&T for clear, long distancP
connections will drive
him crazy.
All of which will probably inspire him to drive
out for the weekend, giving
you an excuse to blow off
that silly frat party after all. -
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The right choice.
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STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

HOTLINE

"'
~--

Direct Hotline to
Student Body President
Ira Smith
If You Have Any Problems,
questions, or concerns About
Student Government,
Please Feel Free to Call:
277-5300

Justa Phone CallAwayat
Student Government!
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BUY: If you need a book for a
class, come by the book exchange
with your course number and see
if we have the book you need. If
we do have it, it will be
CHEAPER than the bookstore.
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Sponsored by:

The 19th Student Senate

Grade forgiveness,
withdrawal policy
fair as they stand
Christmas is finally here. The weather hasn't
quite achieved that holiday temperature, but
nevertheless the feeling of giving is in the air.
And hey, the mood seems to be spreading to all
aspects of the university. Yes, the faculty senate
met last week and, while they're not exactly planning to present you with anything, they do have a
couple of holiday surprises in their bag.
Get this: if the faculty senate has its way you
won't be able to make a late withdrawal from a
class if you're failing, even under extraordinary
circumstances (actually you can, but you still get
the "F" averaged into your GPA), and they're
discussing killing the grade forgiveness policy.
As far as the withdrawal policy is concerned, the
faculty is basically saying that under no circumstances can you be failing a class and really
deserve to get out without having your GPA drop.
This is ludicrous. Sure, many students have probably managed to get out of classes when they
were undeserving. The problem is that when you
punish the innocent to get the guilty, you're still
failing to administer justice.
Then you have the possible abolishment of the
grade forgiveness policy. At the present time, all
students are able to erase two bad grades from
their record by filling out a form and taking the
class over again. When all of this is done, the new
grade replaces the old one.
The faculty senate says this policy "does not
promote the hightest degree of student accountability and rigor in academic standards." This is
not true.
The grade forgiveness program simply admits
that students are not perfect and probably never
will be. This is a realistic point of view.
Students are going to make a mistake now and
then, and when most classes have three to five
..tests, a grade can be ruined in one day.
Besides, if the student takes the class over again
and earns a higher grade, at least he now posseses
the knowledge he set out to get.
Remember, that is the name of the game.
Grades are nothing but a way to get an idea of
how well a student has mastered each subject. A
policy change like the one stated above puts this
simple point system above the college's overall
goal of teaching.
Making a student stick with a low grade only en·
courages him to give up. That is not the goal of an
institution of higher learing.
To the faculty senate: The changes you have suggested show that you are trying to do your job.
However, bear in mind that most UCF students
are commuters, working full or part-time jobs as
well as going to school. Add to that the fact that
people can make a mistake now and then, and
you'll see that our current system is fair.
Remember the old saying, "If at first you don't
succeed, try, try again." A student should have
that same chance.

1Ff11e Central Florida FUtufe
PO. Box 25000, Orlando, Fl., 32816 (305)275-2601 or 275-2865
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A tall person writes a very short column
An Open letter to UCF students:
Sometimes in journalism you have to write to fit
the space.
This is one of those cases. You see, Kathy Hayes'
letter was good enough that we wanted to print the
whole thing. So, after laying out the letter on the
page, you can see how much room I have left.
It's hard to be insightful and right the wrongs of
the nation in four column inches.
So instead, I'll just wish all of you happy
holidays. Good luck on your finals and be back here

•

Reagan Wrong

next semester, because we will.
Oh, and to my graduating roommmate Adam,
congratulations, kid, you made it. -

Future-reading public, has failed

Editor:
Your Dee. 4 Opinion column
accuses the national news media
of overreacting to Ronald
Reagan's "latest crisis," the
Iranian arms deal and its
associated spin-off scandals
(diversion of profits to the anti·
government contras in Nicaragua
and the use of Israel as the
middleman in the transaction).
You accuse the press of drawing
parallels between this affair and
the Watergate scandal where
none exist. The column claims
that the press is gunning for the
President, that "they head after
the President, poisoned pens in
hand, to rip the seemingly
untouchable leader of the United
States." The media, you propose,
"needs to be beheaded, or (have)
its growth stunted," (by whom or
by what action, you do not
suggest).
When expression is given to
opm1ons critical of the
administration's clandestine
arms operation, the most often
voiced complaints are that he has
armed a country regarded by
many as the seedbed of so-called
terrorist movements in the
Middle East; that he has traded
arms for hostages; that he has
behaved duplicitously with U.S.
allies, in light of his consistently
and vehemently demanding that
they not sell weapons to the
Khomeini government; and that,
in doing so, he has seriously
thwarted America's credibility
abroad. Fine. But let us shelve
these charges for now, because
while they have been drawing topbilling since this whole sordid

to become sufficiently incensed
that he has decieved the
legislature, he has decieved you
and me, and he does not see - or
says he does not see - the
impropriety of his behavior. It is
that domestic issue which is the
most frightening aspect of this
whole miserable controversy, and
it is that domestic issue which
more than justifies Reagan's
being raked over the coals in the
national press.
Ronald Reagan violated the law
when he authorized the sale of
arms to Iran. He violated th law
and he tried to cover it up. When
the story broke in the Lebanese
news magazine Al-Shira 'a, he lied
about it. Then, when it became
crystal clear that the lies were
falling upon disbelieving ears, the
man had the incredible and
unmitigated audacity to assert
that he had the right to do it.
Excuse me? Lest he forget, Mr.
Reagan ought to be reminded
that the is a president, not a king,
and that the United States is a
democratic republic, not a ,
monarchy. The President did not
have the right to break th law;
and it is an affront to the
Constitution, the Congress, and
the 235 million citizens of this
country that he maintains
otherwise.
You don't have to strain to see
the crucial parallel between
Watergate and the Iranian arms
deal. When Richard Nixon lied
about the break-in and
subsequent cover-up and then
tried to peddle the fiction that
crime is not illegal if you're the
president, he violated t wo
cardinal principles which have

episode came t o light, the
Amercian public, including the

given shape and strength to our
form
of
government:

accountability and legitimacy.
Like Nixon, Mr. Reagan is
making a mockery of both. How
can you not see that connection
between Nixon's behaviour in the
Watergate scandal and Reagan's
behaviour in this one?
Do the news media sometimes
exceed all boundaries of whp.t is
considered ethical and fair in •
reporting the news? Yes, without
question. Do th media sometimes
behave so irresponsibly in
coverjng the news that the public
is left with the uncomfortable
feeling that the media is creating
the news, rather than reporting
it? Yes, they do that too. But not
this time. Th fact is that.the
media . still smarting after being
stung by this administrations' s
asinine Libyan disinformation
campaign, is simply in no mood to
tip-toe around the President and
his administration in covering
this latest disaster - a disaster
which, unlike the disinformation
campaign, he will have to explain .
YOU think the media are out to
get Ronald Reagan? Maybe. If
they are, he is making it very easy
for them. He could clear the air
right now, once and for all. But
apparently, he prefers to allow
this convoluted tale to unfold, one
wrinkle at a time, having to
explain a new twist every other
day, continously setting himself •
up for the scathing criticism he is
receiving in the press. So be it.
One way or another, the whole
dirty operation will be uncovered.
The motive of the press is not
important. What is important is
that the American public
understand that it has been
violated and that Ronald Reagan
understand that he will not get
away with it.
Kathy . Haye
Political Science

...
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ACROSS

•

1 Brim
4 Gives up
9 Greek letter
12 Large bird
13 Got up
14 Hawaiian
wreath ·
15 Rends
17 Oriental
salutation
19 Spanish plural
article
20 Slave
21 Part of stove
23 Spanish for
"yes"
24 Barracudas
27 Fondle
28 Arm bone
30 Kind of cheese
31 Printer's
measure
32 Painters'
workrooms
34 French article
35 Hurry
37 Ancient Persian
38 Female ruff
39 Showy flower

41 Concerning
42 Smaller number
43 Paper measure:
pl.
45 Ocean
46 Accuse
48 Memorable
periods of time
51 Grass mowed
and cured
52 Choice part
54 Small child
55 Possessive
pronoun
56 European
ermine
57 Secret agent ·

DOWN
1 French plural
article
2 Demon
3 Young hem
4 Household pets
5 Bitter vetch
6 Fulfill
7 Actual being
8 Fur-bearing
mammals
9 Exalted in spirit

10 Pekoe, e.g .
11 Intention
16 Electrified
particle
18 Runs easily
20 Impedes
21 Musical drama
22 Planet
23 Street marked
by squalor
25 Stories
26 Pintail ducks
28 Guido's low
note
29 Assistant
32 Precipitous
33 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
36·Wanders
38 Responds
40 Rants
42 Sign of zodiac
44 Liquefy
45 Barracuda
46 Greek letter
47 Chapeau
48 Sched. abbr.
49 Jump
50 Pigpen
53 Maiden loved
by Zeus
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Solution for today's puzzle on page 4.

y .)ur Campus Alcohol and Drug Awareness Cen ter Says Please Have A

GREAT, SAFE HOLIDAY B
Students, Faculty & Staff...
Pledge now to have a Great Safe Holiday
Break
.
and receive a FREE GIFTI
run 2, bike 8, run 2

For details, contact
a member of
B.A.C.C.H.U.S. or
S.W.A.T., or stop
by the
Health
Resource
Center
(281-5841)

Dec. 1~, 10 A.M.
T-Shirts, gift certificates.
and BIG DRAWINGS!!!

SIGN UP NOW!
AT THE HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER, X 5841

2 female roommates needed lo share 1
bd1m unfurnished. Apartment hmlshed
S140 month. Co I Jone at 658-2498 or
831-2252

Diamonds, emeralds, jewelery, etc. ot a
whole sale price, caU otter 6:00 p.m
682-4088

GOLDENROD, East ol on a I ocre parcel Of
land 2 bdrm 2 ba h dbl
carpeted
porch patio clean country envnl sll east ot
Chapmon rd on Hwy 426 S400 mo no pets
671-4237

Ponlloc Lemans '74 $750 Jo 27~36

Pl Beta Phi
Hip Hip Horray It's Thursdaylll Hong In there
Pt Phl'sll Remember lo aim high during linaJs
week. Is everybody pt'epared to dance the
night away tomorrow night? Sal I'm your
S.PAS. Hahl

two-bOOroom by myself! II you're female
and need o place ($175/monlh). please
call Cindy, 275-0394
APT. fully furnished Sl42 656-4072 Cambridge Circle oM/ need sheets!

Delta Gamma

The sisters and pledges of Delta Gamma
would like lo wish all UCF Greeks a very happy holiday full or peace and love. HAPPY .
HOLIDAYSll

Pl Kappa Alpha
leis Make A Deal Party tomorrow night Dec
12 fn the SCA Presale tickets available In the
cafeteria. Take a study break. hove some
run, and win something big for Chrlstmaslllll
Delta Gamma
Della Gamma would !Ike lo wtsh all our
graduQflng SENIORS the best of luck and
happlllflss always. We love youll And lo all
the Dee Gees: Good luck on your exams
and study hardll
)) ;
I

2 roommates needed lo shole 2br/1ba
home ott Goldentad. Can hove own room
Sl75/m0 ond JoS ullL Avon Jan 1 call Mike al
277-7740
URGENT, female roommate wonted to shore
o 3 bedroom house otf of University. From
December to May. Call, leave name 8t
number 671-7293.
Close to UCF. 3bdrm 2balh house, fenced
yard, spll1 utllltles, can Terry hm 277-2527 wk
244-8393
Roommate needed, across street from UCF.
S160 per month ~ tum room, bath ond a
half. Coll Ron ot 275-2518 between 7om
ond SOOpm

a

Roommate wantedll Brand new two-slory
house 3 miles from UCF oil xlro's tons,
washer/dryer etc. avolloble now oi January.
Must be non-smoker, clean and dependable. Call Shella at 365-4077
College Democrats
Membership open lo all students. Meetings
are held every Wed. In Student Center room
214 at 6pm. Need more Info. please leave
message on recorder by calling 275-4394.
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes Invites
you to Join us on Thurs at 6:45 pm In the new
Athletic Facility. Call 275-7829 or 275-4174
for more Info.

Roommate lo shore nice opt. al Forest
Highlands: % mile from school: $215 mth: JoS
electric; mole or female: must be neat call
Allison 658-7860
Roommate needed to sha1e 2bed/1balh
apartment located In AJafaya Tr. Apt. hall
rent and utllllles call 658-4548, otter 5pm
M-F, anytime wknds.

The next three people lo call this number
299-0997 will be honored with a free vacation (I'm Lying) and a complementary
membership wtlh the future UCF Archery
Club!

Condo tor sole by owner at a very low price.
2/1 central air on large lake with pools, tennis, and club house. For Into please coll
645-1883
2 roommates needed-can move In otter fall
semester. 3bedroom/2both duplex three
.miles from UCF. Own bedroom at
$167/month and JoS utll call otter 6. 658-0618
Male-rmmale wanted 2br/2balh 1 mile from
UCF. Con hove own room. Can move In Dec
1 or Jan 1. Sl80 /mo a JoS utll. Coll 275-7876.
Male roommate wanted: Master bdrm with
own bath. Need onty bdrm tum. located In
new apt complex 10 min from campus 250
mo. Covers all. no deposit no lease call
nowl 695-8815
Rmmt tor 3 bdrm 2bth home In Country
w/lake S225. Leave message 957-3090
Female rm. shore executive home furnished
bedrm. laundry kitchen, TV famlty room
S230 mth llnens Included a privacy
679-7575
MATURE, NON-SMOKER, POST-BAC MALE STUDENT needs roommale(s) with an apartment for spring semester and beyond. I am
looklng for private bedroom and both,
close proximity lo UCF, can move In
on/before Jon 1, 87. Can Tim M-F otter 6pm
at 695-0149 tor more Into.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and couns !Ing D
screening low cost, con dentlol ser.ices
and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Rorido Women's
Health Organization

Save me from llnanclal ruin! Can't affoid

For sale 19' color TV with antennas $75 coll
Kathy 277-7737
VW rabbit 78 automatic air cond new tires
good condition call 277-7150
Rahbal Jewlery diamond emeralds womens
rings best gift for Christmas at o whole price
prices you will not believe call 277-7150

Sgl wide new crupet 2bdrm 2balh S5850
call 671-4237

.MODELS &. ACTORS- Cameo Agency;

Boss cruiser: new. call Bobby at 277-0535
price: 5120.

screening: exp. or lnexp.; MAGAZINE, TV,
Fiim, South O!lando 352-4250. Winter Park
629-6627

For sole 78 Ford Fiesta 2door hotchbock4speed-o/c-om-fm cassette front wheel
drive-goad gas mlleage..(30-33mpg) body
In decent condition-runs well asking
S800.00 call 351-4144

Jostens synthetic stones ore cut and polished by master gem cutters In the Herbert
Stephan factory In ldar-Obersteln, West
Geimony. There Is a difference - look tor ill

JOSTENS
1979 Tototo Cellco GT. 5 speed, air, am/tm
good condition runs greall S2000
281-0839 evenings

now

Work around your classes ot o retell distribution center kx:oled near UCF. We need
people on o day to day basis. Hours ore
7:30-4:00. Good pay &. bonuses! Nol an
agency/no lee. Coll Today

Tempest Video Arcade came: up-right
model. 5400. Coll 851-8786.
Quollty tronsportotlon - low price! Vista Mlxte 12-speed louring bike alloy wheels,
generator. Wiii sacrifice $150 677-6920 or
646-6207

Mallbu Classic '76-only 53000 miles o /c ,
auto, hitch excellent relloblllty ond shape.
Call Pele of 658-6077.

Sick of high prices ond poor selections for
UCF I-shirts? Then check out our hot new UCF
I-shirts ond sweatshirts. Prices start at just 55.
Quality name brand shirts with colorful silk
screen prints. Write tor free brochure or call
Rick at (305) 269-2248. The Shirt Shack
1980 Londontown Ln. Titusville Fl 32796 Also
reasonable rates and possible dlscoonts for
clubs ond organizations.

Professional top 40 rock band for hire - bars,
parties, & !unctions call "The Touch" (305)
327-3285

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. All work
prepared on commercial word processors
tor error 'tree neatness. We use IBM Equipment Letter quollty printer not dot-matrix.
Free rough drafts and re\dslons. some day,
weekend ond overnight service available.
Over 13,000 satisfied students. Call
671-3007.

WINTER PARK-Efficiency room In super luxury
home Non-smoker-professional Northeast
Winter Park area. 644-6191

JOSTENS

Need an experienced driver CM/F) to drive
o 11' truck from Orlando to Texas (4 days).
Excellent renumeration and return
guaranteed. Seriously Interested call
658-8109.

Looking for Work? Norrewtl Is looking for you!
Norrell services hos many positions short
and long term. Never o contract or lee! We
con work with your schedule. Call Winter
Pork 644-3934 or Orlando 857-9110

IBM PC 256k $1600 call 282-2861 dual disk
drive monochrome display printer, paper .
and Lotus package

Jostens wos the officio! supplier of Olympic
medals and awards for the 1984 Olympic
Summer Games In Los ·Angeles ond will be
the supplier of medals for the Winter Garnes
In Conado. Champions choose Jostens!
There Is o difference - look for Ill

Scholarships/grants for college ore
available millions go unclaimed yearly call
1-800-USA-1221 ext0627

Child care needed for otter-school during
spring semester M-F or MWF. 2' Ill 5. Coll
644-7786.

82 Yamaha 750 Mlxlm new tires many extras must sell moving North 51200 obo consider Partlol trade call 1-396-2655 after 6pm

lutor: Spanish, several years experience, all
levels phone 682-4088

898· 2772

TEAM SERVICES

Furniture - tables, charts, bar stools, couch,
etc... Also. small oppllances ond other ltrnes
of Interest including lamps, clocks, radios,
etc .. Call Dan Gray al 282-6355.

Discount airfares ! For UCF students
Save up to 5 ,. on the lowest Prieed airfares
available
Call Jay now for .delolls 277-0862
Deep cul gem stones may not be the best
choice. The stone should be cut to allow the
maximum reflective and refractive light lo
emanate from the top of the stone for true
brilliance and sparkle. A stone that Is too
deep or too shallow wlll tiap llghl lntemalty.
There Is a difference - look for Ill
JOSTENS
Obtain the most college financing. Free Information. Please write:
Notlonal College Guidance Service
412 Cedar street
Cha.;ko, MN 55318
Student loans to $7500 273-3263 on ages.
No credit. Insured pion.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
Designed/revised/typed - 657-0079

Walk to School!!
large 2 bedrm 2 bath townhome spacious
lloorplan, full appliances coble, celling fan
ond bllnds small pets okl 1 unit January 1
unit Immediately 281-1468
Call Today!! Don't Delay!!
· Coral Reef 2bd 2b 395.00

1975 Chevy Monza. 5-speed, runs well.
am/fm stereo/cassette. S300. 281-1592.

HILPWANJID

Hewlert Packard 41CV progromable
calculator with HP82143A thermal printer
plotter. Both for only S295 coll day
331-5500 night 629-5505

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
• One mite from UCF campus •
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WOROMASTERS 277-9600

282-5485
Excellent typing/word piocesslng. Editing,
technical, languages. Near East-Wesl/436.
273-7591.

FomlAes/sludents welcome, one left for rent
2 bdrm 2 full bath at Sussex Place, Special
Call 275-0085

Hey trivia nuh!
Try these: Sports-music-TV-Fiim-misc. Send Sl
8t SASE tor each topic 10: Pace. PO 1975,
Sanford, A. 32772-1975. Please specify
topic.
Jostens simulated birthstones are not an Imitation, but octuolly a synthesized stone,
man made or "grown" with the same
crystalline structure, hardness and brilliance
as the genvlne sapphires or splnels. there Is
a difference - look for Ill

JOSTENS
TYPIN~

•• Don't IGCrfflC• th• personal
touch! 21 yrs experience Perfection my
speclalty Thesis expert call Susie 273-2300
days 647-4451 eves

Avail. Jon. 2bd/1blh across from UCF. Water
& Garbage trunlshed. Washer & dryer
275-3439

last Chance
One Month Rent Free
otter ends December 31, 1986
No Application lee
2 and 3 bedroom 2 lull baths washer/dryer
hook-ups .
Pool-Jacuzzi
UCF/Martin area
Student and Famlty sections
281-6393 SUssex Place

Quality Word processing. Check with
bookstore check-cashing window or call
647-0600. (Sl.75/page basic wordpt'OCesslng rote). Prices good this loll only.
Too busy to type? Col, WunderWordsl Fast
quality service
677-6920
TYPING Fast, accurate, reasonable. Close to
Campus. Call 8emy 282-4168

Janey
Welcome

Home, we misses youl
Pot

Fred !he Duck seeklng rich nymphomaniac
female who loves to give presents. Send
photos to 121 Strawberry Rd. Pl Winter Pork
32792
BAPTIST CAMPUS MINISTRY Wonts you at their
Winter Welcome: Jan 8, 1987 In the SOL at
6:30p.m. Free toad, fun and fellowship. This
Is open to anyone and everyone.

Classifieds: Santatized for your protection. 275-2601
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAKI
Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM· Way!
I
Where The Sun Always Shines!
Distributors of Wolff Sun System
• Keep a Dark. Rich Tan • II Year
• Clean, afe. ' o Burning
• Pri' ate Room and . 1u. 1c
• top " experience our · e\lo
- ~t
A E Table. IRl \ Lil FHEE

5 Visits for
·$24.95

I
I
I

10% Discount with
U.C.F. l.D.

I

Expires Dec. 15, 1986

1st Visit

10376 E. Colonial Suite 113

FREE

East of E. W. Expy. & W. of Alafaya
MO .-FRI.: 8:30 A. .-9 P.
SAT.: 9 A. .-5 P. 1:.

1

I
I
I
t

~------------------~

TOWER PLACE

282-6042

i

II

•

Complete line of Lea Haller Makeup

ew customer·s only
Expires Dec. 15, 1986
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APP A CE • TEREO • fUR ITURE
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$15.00 OFF FIRST MONTH'S RENT
"THIS COUPON

UST BE PRESENTED FOR OISCOU

next to Jimmy's in

Alamo Shopping Center
Union Park
__________________
..J

...______

(305)

658-6064

•

Free admission
staff members will need to show their
identification card at the entrance to the
gymnasium.
Merrill Lynch Classic tickets can be
obtained by presenting a faculty and staff ID
card at the UCF Athletic Ticket Office.
Crappie
Anglers will be fishing for hundreds of
tagged crappie (specks) on four of the lakes of
the Kissimmee chain beginning Dec. 15 when
the Johnson Reels Crappiethon USA
program begins.
The lakes are Kissimmee, West Toho,
Cypress and Hatchineha .
This speck tourname?t is different from
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However, misfortune struck, and Sanchez
resigned amid bad rumors, and went to Wake
Forest. Since Sanchez left, Craft also left.
"Once Joe was gone, I decided to go
somewhere else," she explained.
Craft went north to Fordham University in
the Bronx. Once again, though, bad luck
struck. In the summer of 1985, Craft injured
her right Knee, and was operated on in
October of the same year. So she sat out the
entire year, and watched as FU took part in
the 1986 UCF Holiday Classic.
To make matters worse, the coach at
Fordham, Gary Orr, was fired at the end of
the year.
So Craft, with one year of eligibility left
and no coach at FU, decided to return to the
Lady Knights program.

says. "Besides, I loved to dribble the ball,
and my second favorite thing to do is pass."
At the end of her second year at GCCC,
Cardinale suffered a serious ankle injury.
That's where the luck for UCF came in.
''Before that, I was being recruited by several
schools," explains Cardinale. "But after my
injury, many schools backed off."
Former UCF women's basketball coach Joe
Sanchez came into play after her stint at
GCCC. Sanchez was a coach at Cardinale's
high school and was good friends with Joe
Cardinale, Julie's father. That's why she
chose UCF.
In her first year as a Knight, Cardinale was
fourth in the nation in assists with just over
nine a game. She also averaged 12.8 points
per game, while shooting 50 percent (146-292)
from the field.

Thursday Dec. 13
S. W. Louisiana

7:00 PM
UCF GYM

Doubleheader Monday Dec. 17
•Women's Basketball
UCF vs ALABAMA-BIRMINGHAM
6:00 PM

• Men's Basketball
UCF vs RIDER
8:00 PM
UCF GYM

will be a weekly box that will
contain all upcoming UCF
athletic events. You will have
the place, the time and the
opponent right at your
fingertips.

CARDINALE

Girl's Basketball

UCFGVM

This new award will not
only recognize UCF' s best
athlete for that week, but I'm
sure it will also provide an
inspiration to us all.
·
This :week in Sports. This

CRAFT

BASKE.TBA
II UCF vs

an ,. held locally in the past. It features
o
pars.
The first is a 60-da tagged tournament
featuring tagged specks ranging in "alue
from 25 to 35,000. The econd part is a oneday compe itive ournamen tha will
guarantee a 2,000 first place payoff, give
away a 5,000 boat and send the top three
boat teams in the e ent to the richest crappie
fishing tournament in history, the
Crappiethon Classic.
The tagged tournament begins on Dec.
15th and continues through Feb. 14. The
entry fee is 5 per person and is good for the
entire period.
Anglers can register at any of the
participating lake sponsors and at
participation K-mart stores. For more info,
contact Crappiethon USA headquarters at
(205) 353-8447.

DeAnn Craft:
A step above

Julie Cardinale:
Points the way

by Chad Salinas

by Chad Salinas

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Determination, confidence and
desire.
These three words form the
backbone of Lady Knight DeAnn
Craft.
Craft, behind the support of her
parents, started playing organized
basketball when she was in seventh
grade. Craft explains: "My father was
a coach, not a basketball coach, but
he played in college. My brother also
played in college and these two helped
my interest in basketball to grow.''
Craft, a senior, played her highschool ball at Garden City High
School in Kansas. She enjoyed a
successful prep career, and led her
team in scoring as a senior.
Her next step led her to Barton
Community College in Great Bend,
Kansas. "I went to Grayson because
of the coach, and because of the fact
that they go to the National
Tournament every year," she says.
While there, Craft had her first
memorable moment. "I had always
wanted to play in the National
Tournament, and I finally got the
chance," she says. BCCC did so well,
in fact, that they ended up ranked

· Deann Croft

ninth in the nation.
Much like fellow Lady Knight Julie
Cardinale, Craft came to UCF
because of then· UCF coach Joe
Sanchez. "Joe's enthusiasm for the
game was inspiring, and he was really
professional in his attitude," Craft
says. "He also ran the 'run-and-gun'
game that I liked to play."
She liked it so much, that she
earned a starting spot. She finished
the season with 15.2 points per game,
along with 120 assists and a .522
shooting percentage (200-383).

SEE CRAFT, PAGE 11

Due to a stroke of luck, bad luck as
the case may be, the Lady Knights
basketball team ended up with one of
the top point guards in the nation.
Julie Cardinale, a 5·6 senior
majoring in physical education with
elementary education, began playing
basketball in third grade with the
help of her brother. "My brothers
always made me go outside and play
with them," she explains, "because
they never had enough people.''
Then, as a fifth-grader, she became
interested and started playing
seriously. Her parents were a major
influence, and encouraged her to play
in elementary school. "My dad really
supported me from the beginning,
and now he is sort of my assistant
coach," she says.
Growing up, Cardinale idolized
Nancy Lieberman.· Lieberman was a
member of the 1976 U.S. Olympic
Basketball Team, and went on to play
professionally in the now-defunct
Women's Basketball League.
Lieberman is now playing with the
men in the Continental Basketball
League.
After a sparkling career at Byshop

Julie Cardinale

Lynch High School in Dallas,
Cardinale was recruited by Grayson
County Community College in
Sherman-Dennison, TX. Here,
Cardinale began to learn her role as a
college player.
In her first year, Cardinale started
in half her team's games. "It was
basically a learning year," she says.
However, in her second year,
Cardinale became the regular point
guard for the team. ''I became a point
guard because I was never really tall
enough to play anything else,'' she

SEE CARDINALE, PAGE 11

Knights finish '86 at home
by Chad Salinas
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Welcome to Center Court.
This is the first column of
what will become a weekly
part of The Central Florida
Future's sports section.
Are they crazy?
Starting in the Spring
semester I will be taking over
the position of Sports Editor.
O.K., check the byline. No I
am not a guy named Kathy.
And yes, the wise and
intelligent Future editorial
board did appoint a woman
for the position.
To all sports fans, have no
fear, the previously excellent
coverage of UCF sports will
not suddenly change to
stories about recipes, the
latest gossip or even soap
operas. Have no fear, next
semester your sports section
will feature all your old
favorites along wilth a few
new ideas.
First of all, the formost and
by far the most important
aspect of this section will
continue to feature UCF
sports. Men's and women's
basketball, baseball, tennis,
golf and rec services will
receieve close and accurate
coverage next semester.
Chris Richcreek, who
occasionaly graces the section
with his views on the NBA,
will continue to write NBA
Beat. Also we may get former
Sports Editor, Todd Lutz to
drop in once in awhile with his
column, Time Out.
New ideas
Knight of the Day. Kind of
catchy, huh? Every Thursday
the CFF sports staff will pick
a UCF athlete for player of
the week. We will run a photo
of the outstanding athlete
along with a brief synopsis

The Knights basketball team will take its
last road trip of 1986 when they travel to
Hartford on Saturday.
Leading the Hawks is 6·6 center Marvin
Powell, who averages 20 points and seven
rebounds per game. He is also shooting 61.5
percent from the floor.
Assisting Powell will be Anthony Moye
(13.8 ppg) and John Hurlbert (l2.8 ppg).
After that game, UCF will play host to
Rider College on the 17th immediately
following the Lady Knights game against
University of Alabama-Birmingham.
Then, on the ·19th of December, the first
annual Merrill Lynch Classic takes place at
Valencia Community College. Participating
with tournament host UCF, are Long Island
University, Campbell College and Coastal
Carolina.
The Knights start off with the Fighting
Camels of Campbell at 7:00 p.m. Leading the
Camels is 6-7 forward Clarence Grier and his
14.5 ppg and 4.3 rpg.
Six-foot-nine center, Sanders Jackson and
6-10 Bill Arndt will provide the heighth that
will give UCF problems.
LIU and the Chanticleers will go at it at
9:00 p.m., with the consolation game on the
20th at 7:00 p.m.
The final will be Dec. 20 at 9:00 p.m.

following the consolation game.
The Lady Knights will try to close out the
year on a high note as they host Southwest
Louisiana and the U Diversity of Alabama·
Birmingham.
First, UCF will host Southwest Louisiana
at 7:00 on Saturday.
After that, a strong U Diversity of
Alabama-Birmingham team comes to town
on Wednesday, the 17th, with game-time
being at 6:00 P.M.
The Rajun' Cajuns of USL lost four
starters from last year's squad, including
Puerto Rican National Team member
Vivianne Camacho, who averaged over seven
assists, five rebounds and eight points per
outing.
The lone returning starter is 6·3 center
Teena Cooper. Cooper was fifth on the USL
team in scoring and second in rebounding,
with over seven a game.
Donna Conder, a 6·6 forward, could also
pose some problems for the small Lady
Knights squad.
1987 starts off for the Lady Knights with
the annual UCF Holiday Classic, which
begins on January 2 at 2:00 P.M., and runs
through the fourth.
Participating in this tourney along with the
Lady Knights are last year's third-place
team, Appalachian State, Fordham,
Marshall, McNeese State, Oklahoma State,
Siena and South Florida.

Akers awarded All·American honors
by Chad Salinas
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

For the second time in her career, UCF
women's soccer player, Michele Akers, has
been recognized as a part of the 1986 All·
American team. Also the All-South team has
been announced and she, along with nine
other UCF soccer players have received AllSouth honors. UCF placed six women and
three men, on their respective squads.
Akers a midfielder, lead the way for the
women. Also, Forward Jean Varas and
defender J oEllen Murchland received first
team honors. These three ladies were named
to the All-8outh First Team.
SEE CENTER COURT, PAGE 11

On the Second Team for the Lady Knights
are goal.keeper Amy Allmann, forward Sandy
Carter and defender Mary Schultz.
On the men's side, goalkeeper Dan Cordia
was named to the All-South First Team.
Cordia beat out the former Junior National
Team go.al.keeper for the honor.
Ian Gill and Mark Lamb also represented
UCF, as they were named to the Third Team.
Cordia, Gill and Lamb were also honored
by being named to another select squad.
Cordia was also named to the 1986 Florida
All-State First Team.
Gill was placed on the All-State Second
Team, while Lamb was named to the third
squad.

Free admission
UCF Head Basketball
Coach Phil Carter announced
that the school's faculty and
staff will be admitted free of
charge to the Knights' first
three home games.
The games include the
UCF's home opener against
Rider College on Dec. 17 and
the Merrill Lynch Classic,
Dec. 19·20.
For admittance to the game
against Rider, faculty and

SEE SPORTS BRIEFS, PAGE 11

Rifle team
downs Bulls
by Mike Laden
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The UCF rifle team
defeated the University of
Jacksonville in a match
hosted by the Knights on
Saturday.
UCF took all but one of the
trophies awarded in the
match. They were unable to
grab the second place
individual trophy.
All of the Knights fired
scores higher than those in
their first meet.
Kenny Morris, Doug
Osborne, Susan Ciaburro and
Troy Smith finished first
through fourth respectively
in .22 rifle.
Doug Osborne, Susan
Ciaburro, Kenny Morris and
Mike Torello finished first
through fourth respectively
in air gun.
Head Coach Bob Hughe
was unable to attend due to a
death in the family.

.,

The entertainment and feature supplement

·B~st,
BY JAYNE

F.

or~·hc Central Florida Future ·

worst and just
plain notable of 1986

FRYE

Entertainment
Two Great Dippy Dance
Tunes:
''Venus,''
Bananarama. Disposable as a
used tissue, but a lot more
fun. "Walk Like an
Egyptian," The Bangles.
Wear fringe while listening.
Best Scritti Politti single of
the year: "Love of a
Lifetime," Chaka Khan.
Written and produced by
Scritti's Green Gartside and
David
Gamson,
this
exhilarating piece of cotton
candy fluff is the next best
thing to being there. A Scritti
song with Chaka singing lead.
Runner-up, Best Scritti
Politti song of the year:
''Higher Love,'' Steve
Winwood. Pushing back the
borders of ''acceptable hip,''
this little gem features Chaka
Khan singing backup. The
video was directed by Kegan
and Greif, the people
responsible for Scritti' s
''Perfect Way" clip. Does this
make Winwood a Scritti
Politti wanna-be?
Video of the Year: "Venus,"
Bananarama. Directed by
Peter Care, a man better
known for his Cabaret
Voltaire clips and for the U.K.
cult film ''Johnny YesN o,''
the video is actually less
disposable than the song.
Video Directors of the Year,
But Enough Already: Peter
Kegan and Paula Greif. A
partial list of credits includes
the Smith's "How Soon Is
Now?" "Higher Love,"
"Perfect Way," and Duran
Duran's "Notorious." So
enormously influential that
imitations of their style are
almost numerous enough to
make you throw up your
hands in disgust when you see
the real thing.
Worst ad: The country
singer with the acoustic
guitar serenading us with
"The Ballad of the Gentle
Laxative." Sufficient reason
to boycott Ducola8.
Best ad: Bruce Willis, the
smuggest human being on the
fa of the earth, crooning for
eagram's Golden Wine
C oler while dancing around
on a front porch.
Th 1 t Annual "She's So
Worthl
She's Valuable"
Pia Zadora emorial Award:
amantha
Fo .
No
explanation n e ary.

Samantha Fox (above), Name
your price; Wham (above right);
Chaka Khan sing backup in
"Higher Love"(right)

The "Life's a Drag, But
Who Cares?" Award: Divine,
who played his first main role
this year.
A Disney Employee
Describes "Captain Eo" in
Ten Words or Less: "Better
than the last movie they were
showing there."
Is he so funny because he's
so terrifying, or so terrifying
because he's so funny? John
Lydon of Public Image Ltd.
Some of you may have known
him better as the Sex Pistol's
Johnny Rotten.
Print
Publication of the Year:
The Weekly World News.
"HOUSEHOLD PESTS
CARRY AIDS,' "MAN
KIDNAPPED BY UFO
CREW, .. ''72-YEAR·OLD IS
PREGNANT,"
BIGFOOT
ADOPTS HU AN CHILD."
No one else even comes close.
Consi tently hilarious.
I

Writer of the Year: The
Weekly World News' amazin'
Ed Anger. A "real" man, who
has never even seen quiche
and would blast it with a
shotgun if he ever ·did. A
"real" man, with courage
enough to call Prince Charles
"that tinhorned royal from a
washed-up country." A
"real" man, who doesn't just
get angry, but who gets "pigbiting mad." A "real" man,
who believes "there's nothing
the little woman wants more
than to feel protected and to
be taken care of by her big
Ed." What did I say
Amazing.
"Life" imitates "Art," and
vice versa: Headline from the
Oct. 28, 1986 Weekly World
News: "Top secret operation
rocks the medical world!
HUMAN
HEAD
TRANPLANT! In the most
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controversial operation ever, pesky question
about
surgeons transplanted a whether her senatorial, ability
young boy's head on to his was impaired.
sister's body after a
horrifying accident that
Most Inspiring Talk Show.
destroyed his vital organs Appearance: Nancy Reagan
and left her brain dead!'' on Joan Rivers' Late Show.
She gave the impression of a
Description of the CBS starlet "doing" a talk show,
teleflick "Who Is Julia?" not of a First Lady being
aired Oct. 26, 1986: "A interviewed. She and Ronnie
medical team tranplants the are showpeople at heart.
brain of a body-dead model to
a body of a brain-dead
When In Doubt, Ask:
housewife, to the confusion of
Ronald Reagan calling
two husbands.''
Richard Nixon twice for
advice on how to handle the
"Arms for the Ayatollah,
Politics
Cash to the Contras'' scandal.
Political Event of the Year: Seeing how Nixon ended up,
Paula Hawkins' abdication he might have been better off
speech. Maybe now she can not asking.
get on with her lawsuit
against WESH without
SEE 1986 PAGE 2
having to answer all those
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Clint not himself
in Heartbreak

Calendar

BY ALAIN LEVI

• BAY STREET PLAYER
Mame brings her hilarious way of
life to the Bay Street Pla er's
State theatre, downtown Eustis,
Dec. 11-14 and 18-21. The hit
musical-comedy will play ThurSat evenings at 8:30 p.m. and
Sundays at 2:30 p.m. Admis ion
is $6.50, and 3.00 for children
under 12. Reservations and
information are available through
the Players' 24-hour phone, (904)
357-7777.

Clint is our John Wayne. Unlike Stallone or
Schwarznegger Eastwood doesn't need
terminators from the 23rd century or. steroiddriven communists to be a hero. You put him
in charge of a baboon, or a crew of smartmouthed marines and he'll be Clint, and we'll
have fun. And that's the trouble with
Heartbreak Ridge.
What's Clint up to? He's trying too hard to
be a Rambo, but with a touch of romantic
decency. He approaches his character as a
tough guy trying to make it in a world where
Photo courtesy of Warner Bot ers women want to be treated like humans. But
Gunnery Sergeant Tom Highway (Clint Eastwood) in Heartbreak Ridge

SEE MOVIE PAGE 5
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Fellows prefers UCF to Love Boat
to hear anything else.
So, I don't need to make
any comments on whether
ESP exists . .ESP, even if it
did exist, can't be taught. It's
not reliable. It will always be
easier to ask people what they
are thinking. Basically, we
have what we have, and we
need to develop our normal
abilities instead of looking for
fantasy abilities.

BY DAVID SCHLENKER

Mind Magic. What does
that make you think about?
Bob Fellows, who practices
his own brand of "mind
magic," performed last
Monday evening in the
Student Center Auditorium.
His performance left me very
confused, and the next
morning, still confused and
terribly nervous, I prepared
for an interview with Fellows.
I Finally realized, however,
that this extremely well
dressed gentleman sitting
across from me was not going
to saw me in half or make me
disappear, and we proceeded
With the interview.
CENTRAL
FLORIDA
FUTURE:
You
have
performed
at
many
Universities in the country,
do you have a preference for
this
age
group?
BOB FELLOWS: Oh, yeah, I
think college audiences are
my favorite. The others that I
do are business conventions.
In the past, I've done cruise
ships, and that, believe it or
not, can get quite boring. Can
you imagine being on the
Love Boat - for a year?
The college audiences are
intellectually stimulating; it's
a night and day type of
difference. When I do the
colleges, I learn something

1986, FROM PAGE 1

Sports
Bad Call of the Year: The
one that probably cost the
UCF football team a victory
over the Akron Zips.
Good Call of the Year: The
onside kick with which UCF
started their homecoming
game.
Disappointments of the
Year: No NCAA tournament
invites for the UCF baseball,
and men 's and women's
soccer teams. Losing the
homecoming game.
Miscellaneous
Orlando Police Department
Action of the Year: Rounding
up the undesirables of Lake
Eola lest they be seen by
visiting media on their
Disney junket.

Bob Fellows

from doing the show myself.
CFF; Do the majority of the
students respond in the same
manner?
BF: Yes, there's skepticism at
first, and then they realize
that I'm not claiming to be
psychic, and that I'm just a
magician. That's when they
get into the fun of it.
CFF: I notice that you seem
to have a lot of fun with
hecklers and skeptics. Are
they a welcome part of the
act?
BF: Oh definitely! I'm
skeptical. Much of what I say
in my workshops is that, even
if ESP exists - and that's a
tough area to get into because
it has a lot of emotional
feelings involved - some
people are strongly skeptical
emotionally, and other people
are believers and don't want
Traffic Event of the Year
(tie): The closing of the
Alafaya Trail bridge and the
closing of the main entrance
to UCF over the summer.

write or call them up. I've
done that with a lot of people.
CFF: How did you enjoy
performing on David
Letterman and Donahue 0

• DICKY BETIS AND GREG
ALLMAN.
Dicky Betts and Greg Allman
with special guest The Outlaws
will apear Wed. Dec. 31 at the
Ocean Center in Daytona Beach
at 9 p.m. Tickets are $14 in
advance, and $15 at the show, all
general admission. Tickets are
available at all Select-A-Seat
outlets and the Ocean Center Box
Office. To charge by phone call
(9041254-4545 in Daytona or
l ·800·858·6444.

• ORLANDO MUSEUM OF
ART
"House Painter II," a 1984
sculpture by Duane Hanson, is
the latest addition to the Museum
Choice exhibition at the Orlando
Museum of Art. All pieces in this
exhibition are for sale, with the
prices ranging from $500 up. The
exhibition will be on display
through Dec. 7 and is free to the
public. Gallery hours are 10·5
Tue. through Fri. and noon·5 Sat.
and Sun. For information call
896-4231.

BF: I enjoyed appearing on
Donahue much more. On The
David Letterman Snow, the
producers are striving for new
and different ideas, so they
have a lot of input as to what
CFF: Why do you call your you're going to do. They
workshop "Believe in your wanted to emphasize how the
own ·
magic?" illusion was done, you know,
exposing magic.
BF: If you're busy believing
in other people's magic, like
The Phil Donahue Show
going to authority figures all
• CHARLIE KING
the time for answers, then was like the Olympics of · Charlie King, one of the best
you're not believing in your entertainment for me. I was songwriters and singers of the
and 80s, will be appearing at '
own magic. You have to find up for it, and they really made 70s
the Friends Meeting House (316
your strength within, and not it easy for me. Phil came and E. Marks St., Orlando) on Dec. 17
in books, auhority figures, or talked to me for a while before at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $5 in
groups that promise you the show and pretty much advance and $6 at the door and
available through Florida
great
things. took my side throughout the are
Coalition
for Peace and Justice
CFF: Who were your heroes rest of the program. I'd love 422-3479, Johanna and Steve
~o
that
show
again.
to
as
a
child?
Jordan 894-8998, and Power
House 645·3616. Benefit concert
BF: Being a big advocate of
for Peaceworks.
self responsibility, I don't
pursue heroes. I wa~ very
The interview elided with a • ORLANDO MUSEUM OF
interested in Houdini - that
you can expect. Ah, I have firm, no-trick handshake. I ART
never been asked this left the room with a good An exhibition of the works of the
question before. I guess I feeling about Bob Fellows. Artists Three will be on display at
the Orlando Museum of Art from
never really thought of Even though he does like Dec.
14 through Jan 25. The three
Houdini as a hero so much, Donahue better than are the winners of the Annual
because he was unreachable. I Letterman, he's the most Juried Exhibition held last May
don't like thinking about human "mind mentalist" I've at the Museum. They are Roxanne Price, Katherine Rawlinson,
someone's life unless I can ever met.
and Alexa Kleinbard. Each will
have several works on display.
The exhibition is open to the
public free of charge.

Scenic Drive of the Year:
Through Chuluota, an
alternate route from Oviedo
to UCF.
Eyesores of the Year: Those
fluorescent signs beaming
nonsensical slogans, meant to
attract attention to those
average apartment complexes
scat tered along 436.
The Did We Really Need
This? Award: The Florida
all. They couldn t even
settle on a unified design
theme. Looks like a movie set
for a bad Sci-Fi film.
Wild Pizza ' Pizza of the
Year : Hawaiian Suprise the
wildest pizza of the day. The
combination of pineapple and
Canadian bacon is amazing.
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ARIES, (March 21-April 19). Finals
are upon us! get back to work and
study, study, study! Someone you
lost track of will calL friendship will
rekindle, but beware-money could be
a big problem. This is not a good week
to spend a lot of money. Drink Jolt
Cola. "All the sugar and twice the
caffeine''.
TAURUS, (April 20-May 20). Your
family relations will be much better in
the upcoming weeks. Be careful of
visiting relatives thoug~ they could
cause stress between you and your
siblings. Try to get involved in a
hobby over the holidays, fencing
might be interesting.
GEMINI, (May 21-June 20). Clothing
is in your future, not the kind that is
becoming though, beware of the gifts
you receive a~Christmas. That special
loved one needs· your attention, give
them a hug.
CANCER', (June 21-July 22). Fireside
chats are necessary over the holidays,
be a warm person, snuggle up with
your enemy, they won't be your

·

~£Jg!rr,~~Fe~~~~~~~~~aEE5~5:=:i everyone
holidays. says,
Don'tgullable
believeis outr
everything
:.
CAPRICOR , (Dec. 22-Jan. 19).
Samantha Fox will haunt your dreams,
. · if you don' kno who she is, consider
yourself lucky. UCF clothing are in
your future. Make sure you check
your phone bill this week, overseas
- calls to Japan can be expensive.
enemy for long. Insist that your
someone else, they will be impressed. Pancakes have been your main food
roommate call his mother, you are
LIBRA, (Sept. 23-0ct. 22). Long staple, try something new, perhaps
tired of answering the phone and
coats and long trips are definitely out French Toast.
listening to her problems. Write Dave
for you, get a head start on next AQUARIUS, (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Take
Letterman, he needs to hear from you.
semest.ers homework, and stay in bed the initiative and pursue that special
LEO, (July 23-Aug. 22). Quit playing
over ·the holidays. Do your laundry person that you've had your eye on,
around, get the work done, it's time to
before you run out of clean you may be surprised. Nice time to go
meet responsibilities. That special
underwear.
fishing, not only in the water. You
someone who you've had your eye on
SCORPIO, (Oct. 23-Nov. 21). That may be in hot water though if you
will think you're pretty special too.
irate roommate of yours will get a big don't call that someone who needs to
Nice time to go fishing, not only in
surprise in the mail. Money is too talk to you.
the water.
important to you, there are better PISCES, Web. 19-March 20). Spend
VIRGO, (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Keep
things in life than a CD player. Curl time with your family over
lines of communication open, your
up with that favorite person of yours, Christmas. Keep those jeans in the
hair might not fall out this week,
they need your affection.
dryer for an extra 10 minutes this
amazing huh? Be aggressive when it
SAG ITTARIUS, (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). week too, you could use the good luck
comes to getting things done. Cook
Keep those funds in line, money is it brings for finals. No more pizza, it
yourself something nice this week, or very scarce for you. Yellow is not does not like you. Read over the
even better cook something for
your color, beware of it over the holidays, it's the time to be literate!
From your friends

Happy Holidays
THE HAIR SHOP
11_ Precision Style Cut $9.0~
--,~

•

FULL SERVICE SALON

10509 E. Colonial Dr. ·
(Winn-Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

.WALK-INS WELCOME

282·1700

Daily 9·5 & Thurs. 'tll 8

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 ~0¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
1·2 50¢ DRINKS

at
·

~e Central Florida Hlture ~

ring Break

1987
_ .... .IL.II, ............

CA

BUCKLED
SAFETY BELT!
A Life Siving Reminder from

THE FLORIDA COALITION
FOR AUTO SAFm NOW
P.O. Box 3927 • TillihiSRe, Fl 31315-3927
(904) 386-5044

FRIDAY MIAMI . ·
VICI PARTY ·.
WATCH THE SHOW·ON
WIDE SCREEN T.V.I
CONTESTS, PRIZES
& T-SHIRTS

• I

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM

50 cent DRINKS
FROM 8 TO 10

SATURDAY NIGHT·
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE

t Confetti, December 11,
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Color films:
fascism in America
Column A
BY ALAIN LEVl

There is always an
inexplicable
knee-jerk
reaction to seemingly minor
changes. The Pentagon can
build a bomb that kills many,
many people in a split second
without causing the teensiest
mess (exclusive of the
corpses) and the public will
"oooh" and "ahhh" in
wondrous admiration of
American machinery.
But when some warped
corporate mind delivers the
video game, Velcro, or beer
without alcohol, then
journalists and people will
cry, "The Death of
Creativity! The Death of Kids
Who Will Never Learn How
To Tie Their Shoelaces! The
Death of Another Gosh
Darned Decent American
Habit!''
Inertia guides us, makes us
feel safe from the change.
When a New Coke is
introduced we rebel. Could
that secret syrup (second in

preciousness only to our own
blood) be suddenly the target
of some plot to spoil America,
to forever change something
as eternal as THE GREAT
AMERICAN DRINK .
And when Ted Turner (who
is more American than any of
us should ever hope to be)
introduces the colorized
versions of The Maltese
Falcon, or It's a Wonderful
Life, both delightful films of
historic
an'.d
critical
importance, then the critics
will sharpen their pencils and
write of artistic integrity.
''These films \vere intended
to be shown in black and
white," they will whimper; or
the villians will appeal to
traditional values. "Our
children (children, you might
notice, are always the
victims) will live without ever
having seen this incredible
SEE COLOR PAGE 8

JIM'S TIRE SERVICE
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102

~ ~ '1'-fiiff

ih£

+

u c-;. ~ sfJrc.e

"f07.~~~~ ...

rP

a1)

Located in CC II, Rm 101
Hours: Monday & Tuesday 9-1 & l-5
Wednesday - Friday 9-1 & l-3 ~
Phone: 281-5603
<~,,--~

6 Ml. East of Alataya Tr. 1 Mi. West of Speedworld

USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES example:
13"
$12 to $20 ·235/75815" $49.95
14"
S14 to S20 195/75814" $40.95
15"
$15 to S20 185/80013" 535.95

.

rhe Computer Store will be closed
December 24 through January 4

Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

SPECIAL

•

D1scouNT
WITH

MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

UCF l.D.

•
•
•

JORGE MAGLUTA

THUNDERBIRD

('85 graduate)

S~#tU,,

3535 W. Colonial

, {lot #I

r ., Or • • 299-5900

•
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Alafaya Dry Cleaners

OVIE, FROM PAGE 2

Alafaya Village Shopping Center
11792 E. Colonial Dr.

281-4131

M-F 7a.m.-7p.m.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

SAT 9a.m.-2p.m.

--------------I
I
:; I
Bring this coupon
I
E. COLONIAL DR.
~
I
- - - - - ! I $2 OFF CLEANING
~)> I
I
$10 Minumum
.._
r I
I
)>

KISS BALLOONS
9438 E. Colonial Dr. (3/10 Mi. E. of E/W Expy)

273·0655
MON. - FRI.: 9'AM - 5:30 PM

I

I

_______....______________.

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L__ _ _ _ _ _ ____.:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

~

WITH THE MUSIC OF: Rita Mitsouko, R.E.M.,
The Cure, Big Audio Dynamite, Depeche Mocte,
Talking Heads, Bryan Ferry, Art Of

I

Noise, Style Council, U2,
Siouxee And The Banchies,
Frankie, New Order, The

g~

co1our Fil!ld, simple Minds,
Matt Bianco, Mod ern English,

~

I'
~~

I

~

~,

Maniacs, The The, Bronski Beat,

I
~

I

lrl
I
PiJll/J'Jrf I.
I
~

~

~~~

Cabaret Voltaire, Echo And

I

~·'

:~1

Fine Young Canibals, UB 40,
The Bunnymen, Hodo Gurus,

w

111

~~-~,.---~~~~~

III
II

1

fl 1/£1-'f
OLD ...1 A £PIJ£'-'
V
K
K

Ministry, Big Country, 10,000

Every Wednesday beginning

~~=!~s~:·::nJs:";:~r:h:orc~~s

Christmas Eve, no alcohol

IBJf f OUTJI ORIPl6E llLOffOM TRlllL
OllLllPIOO .ISS-1219

l~

I

women as something other
than objects? In a Clint
picture? This storyline is, of
course, botched with typical
American machismo. The
woman, Marsha Mason,
comes back in a senseless
scene of found love, no doubt
the result of his studies of
feminine psychology in
Glamour magazine.
Mason's
presence
undermines the film's Top
Gun action/adventure style.
The love interest hangs limp
in this film, held to the plot
only in theme: what do gungho soldiers do in peacetime,
in retirement, in love?
The style and the story of
the film lack drama. When
something does move in the
film, Eastwood cuts away to
some non-action story. He is -obsessed with developing his
themes, but sacrifices what he
knows best: the fight. And
what we are left with are
simplistic
scenes
of
relationship blues, and inhouse Marine jokes trying to
summon the compassion of
An Officer and A Gentleman.
In Tightrope, Eastwood's
last film, he discovered the
dark side of Harry Callahan.
His detective character
delving into perversities on
the edge of the law. But in
Heartbreak Ridge Eastwood
experiments, playing not the
western or urban do-good'er
grinding against the rules to
ensure justice, but Gunnery
Sgt. Tom Highway, a marine

I
~,f,·~.'.'·
~t~

~

I

SEE EASTWOOD PAGE

Come and experience the woodsy charm.
Prices include these features:
•
•
•
•

Full-Size Washer & Dryer
Refrigerator
Dishwasher
Range

• Paddle Fan
• Mini & Vertical Blinds
• Builder will pay for title
insurance

• Builder will pay four points for the
mortgage amount towards closing costs
• Builder will provide a 10-year
"Home Buyers Warranty"

Within walking distance from UCF
Affordable prices start in the low SO's
2 & 3 Bedroom·s
CALL 275-9100

LOKANOTSA TR.
HWY50

B
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The Gold Rush is On!
and you can win tickets to the preIDiere of

THE
GOLDEN

Starring
Eddie
Murphy

CHILD
.

..~.

The object does not matter,
as long as it is "Golden" colored. Bring a gold pen, gold
jewelery, a gold notebook, or
a gold filling. Use you imagination, but hurry because
the Gold rush ends at noon
today and is limited to the
first fifty people.

Hurry to the Central Florida
Future with something
GOLD in color, an win two
tickets to the premiere of Eddie Murphy's new movie, The
Golden Child, premiering this ·
evening at Colonial Promenade Theatres.

•

United Parcel Service, I ~
Part-Ti:m e Positions Available·
· United Parcel
Serv·
.
- -- i- ce will be·
accepting applications for
·p art-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent PQY · $8.00 an hour.
.

.

'

.

~

..

... ..

.

. ..

. ·-

I

u s

.

•

•

Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career ~esource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
.workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

•
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Tips to deal with stress

11£1'1 G OEN
Chinese Restaurant
"~

B#"l~nana

1lalk

Let's face it. finals are a
royal pain in the rear. This
~
time of the year our old foe
known as stress comes
around and tries to ge the
best of us. When you add up
finals and stress it can equal
insanity, but it doesn't have Expressway. Something
to. We have a few suggestions about the chingle of change is
on how you can relieve stress. soothing.
We have tried most of them 5. Drive to Valdosta, Georgia
for a gallon of milk and a
and they really work.
1. Dance on your roof in your paper. Sometimes a long
underwear while listening to drive can unwind the old
loud music. This method is nerves ... but remember to
self explanitory. However, for come back.
an optimal effect, the
temperature has to be in the 6. Tear a telephone book in
forties and no police in the half (one page at a time). The
area.
ound of tearing paper is
2. Break every pencil in your · ·great, plus a New York phone
house into three pieces. Along book could occupy you for
with relieving stress, this hours.
method gives you an excuse
to go to the store - to get 7. Throw an object of larger
mass at an object of smaller
more pencils.
3. Go to the blood bank and mass. This will help you
give blood. This will give you brush up on the conservation
a sense of helping someone in of momentum.
That's
it
for
the
need and also makes you see
suggestions, use them well.
dots for hours.
4. Watch people pay their toll We'll be back next semester.
on
the
East-West Adios Amigos!.

J!J

featuring
Cantonese, Szchuen,
Private Parties To Accommodate 35
We Serve Weight Watcher Special:
Seafood Delight, Vegetarian Delight

Lunch from $2.55 Dinner from $4.25
Take out available
11786 E. Colonial Dr.
Alafaya Village
Orlando, Fla.

HWY.SO

N

~

i

~

~ UCF

•

all major credit cards

281-1864
reservations suggested

HOURS
M-F 11:00-lOpm
S&S 11:30-lOpm

Bridal • Prom • Pageant • Cocktail
LEE ROAD SHOPPING CENTER

S·TUDENTS,
FACULTY,
&STAFF·

Take
a Leek • • •

Sizes 4·24Y. In Stock

918 Lee Road* (\Ii Mlle W. of 1-.4)
Orlando, FL32810 (305) 828·2960

*

OFFERS YOU:

IBM P.C.
COMPATIBLE
MICRO~

COMPUTERS
AND MUCH,
MUCH
MORE
•Desktop PC
• 256K RAM
• Expandable to 640K
• Switchable 4 77 /8 Mhz Clock
•Single and Dual sv.· Drives
• OR: 20 MB Winchester

from
•
•
•
•
•

data
systems

22 lb. Compect PC
256K RAM
Expandable to MOK
Swllchable 4.77 / 8 Mhz Clock
Single and Dual 5 V• • Drives

When Tut.al Performance .is the only option.

• ZF·241
• AT·Compallble
• 80286 Processor
• 512K RAM
• 6 Mhz Clock
• Single 1 2 MB Floppy
or
• 20 MB Winchester

from

$

7i

,
1f 99

$849

ZENITH
OFFERS
YOU IBM P.C.
COMPATIBILITY

AT GREATER THAN
• 15 lb Ponable PC
• LCD Backlll Display.
• 640K RAM
• Expandable to 768K
• Dual 5 v. • Dnves
• Rechargeable Battery Pack

II

11-•

aemlnole computer Inc.

•
•
•
•
•

• ZFL-181-92'
12 lb lap Top PC
Suprn -Twist LCD Backlit Display
640~-

Rech.1rgeable Battery Pack
Dual l 'h • Dnves

frorr.

45010 SAVINGS
For More Information on Zenith Data Systems see ...

SEMINOLE COMPUTER INC.
995 Westwood Square
Oviedo, Florida 32765

$1399

"November ,_,tallablllty

THESE PRICES NOT COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE

365·8633
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The Central Florida Future

COLOR, FROM PAGE 4
film from my childhood,
exactly as I saw it."
What can you say? Yup,
good point?
Things change. The
typewriter. The electric
typewriter. The word
processor. Each advance
changed the process of
writing, until today we are
left with the possibility of The
Death of the Manuscript.
What's new? Colorized films
mean that if you want to still
write in manuscript, then you
may, but let the children be
free to explore their Apples
and IBM's.
When the VCR boomed,
complaints foretelling The
Death Of Cinema appeared
briefly in the newspapers,
claiming that few would want
to go to the theater if they
could stay home and rent
movies. True, yes, and if
ultimately, there is no such
thing as an audience viewing
of a new release, if we rent
movies as we go to the library
for books, then so be it.
The first films, because of
restricted technology, were
shown in · private viewing
machines. When technology
changed and the projector
was invented, the form of
viewing changed. Today it's
just another technology
change. The mass production
of movies for home viewing is
the same as the reproduction
of films in color for the
pleasure of our children.
Of course, we all know that
·the colorized films look cheap
and ugly, but who are we to
determine the aesthetics of
the the future? Maybe some
budding young genius, living
late in the 21st century, will
look back and trace the
origins of his temperment to
these abominations of
cinema.
No
doubt
Gutenberg's bible had its
detractors, too.
To go the other extreme, to
deny the ~hildren the right to
watch Miracle on Thirty
Forth Street with a red Santa
Claus,
would
be
totalitarianism. If you want
to watch the film as you know
to it, as the creators intended
it, then the black and white
versions are available, of
course. But if you 're the type
to protest pointlessly, then
videotape the Cosby Show
and turn up the monochrome.

It's not just a job.
If you want to write give us a call.
The number's 275-2601 and ask for Don.

JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

the
thin

------- ·--------

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 noon

obsession

Masters Choir Rehersal
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

1501 .South Alafaya Trail
275-0841

_....___,

Fear of gaining the slight.est weight. Frequent
fasting. An obsession with dieting. Any of these ·
symptoms could be a ign of anorexia - and a
warning to get help. The kind provided by ur
Eating Disorders Program. So if you or someon
you care for suffers with this problem, call us and strike a healthy balance.

~ Florida Hospital

WELCOME

897-1616 .

~. Altamonte

~----------------------L__ _ _ _ _ _____;,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

Don't Rent!

Own Your Own!

EASTWOOD, FROM
PAGE 5
flaunting the rules to do what
has to be done for America.
This is unique to Eastwood
films. Never before has he
played the patriot. His
early-70's vigilante tone is
missing. Late in the film,
much too late to actually
make the film interesting the
Clint leads his reconaissance
platoon during the U.S.
invasion of Grenada. When
his wet-behind-the-ears
tough-as-nails men kill their
first communists, the stop
and pause to consider their
evil deed. Then Clint enters
and gives the command to
move on. The death is quickly
dismis eel, but in this film
where Eastwood experiments
with his style, we should be
grateful.

Anorexia:

ST.

..

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail
Become Your Own Landlord

I
I

Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
rommates to help share expenses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want one
too.
Furnished model open daily
1on.-Sat. 1OAM · 6PM.
Sun. 12 noon - 6PM.

(I_ ~led ceilings

l.J

No Closing Costs.

Open, Spacious plan
Large master bedroom suite
cable TY available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft
Furnished kitchen

Purchase Price
Includes:
::&l. . ---

. . . . ..

_·_,,- --.

-~

--- ~ - /,;- - itrM,/.r --

-

-~
..

- Fox Hunt Lanes

~

*

$340 IIPi1*

~:es

o

D Refrigerator
Washer and Dryer

0 Blinds

DPadilleFans

.._

Sale price 553,900, 52,700 down. 551,200 mortgage, 7°1o ARM., plus or minus 2°1o Annual Cap, Lifetime Cap 13%
Adjusted to 1-year T-Bill. AP.R. 8% or low Axed Rates.

